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The Role of Performance Appraisals
in Compensation Decisions

• Used for several organizational decisions

– To guide allocation of merit increases

• Performance ratings are influenced by:

E l b h i b d b t– Employee behaviors observed by raters

– Organization values

Competition among departments– Competition among departments

– Differences in status between departments

Economic conditions– Economic conditions



The Role of Performance Appraisals
in Compensation Decisions (cont.)

• Employees often frustrated about the appraisal process

– Appraisals are too subjective

– Possibility of unfair treatment by a supervisor

E t th t th th th i t th ti f i l• Experts argue that rather than throwing out the entire performance appraisal

process, total-quality-management principles should be applied to improving

itit



EEO and Performance Evaluation
Key Issues:  Establishing a Performance Appraisal System

1 Provide specific written instructions on how to complete 
appraisal

2 Incorporate clear criteria for evaluating performance -
Performance dimensions should be written, objective, and clear

3 Provide a rational foundation for personnel decisions via 
adequately developed job descriptions

4 Require supervisors to provide feedback about appraisal results 
to employees

Incorporate a re ie  of performance ratings b  higher le el 5 Incorporate a review of performance ratings by higher level 
supervisors 

6 Consistent treatment across raters, regardless of race, color, 6 Consistent treatment across raters, regardless of race, color, 
religion, sex, and national origin should be evident



Tying Pay to Subjectively Appraised 
Performancee o a ce

How do we get How do we get 

employees to C t l i  p y

view raises as 
Central issue 

involving 
a reward for 

g
merit pay

performance?



Pay Increase Guidelines with Low 
Motivational Impact

• Provide equal increases to all employees regardless of performance

– General increaseGeneral increase

– Cost-of-living adjustments

• Pay increases based on a preset progression pattern based on seniority



Requirements to Link Pay to Performance

• Define performance

– Behaviors

– Competencies

– Traits

• Specify a continuum describing different levels from low to high on

performance measure

• Decide how much of a merit increase is given for different levels of

performance



Exhibit 11.12: Performance-based 
Guidelines



Designing Merit Guidelines

Four Questions   

1 What should the poorest performer be paid as an 

Four Questions . . .

1 increase?

H  h h ld  f  b  id   2 How much should average performers be paid as an 
increase?

3 How much should top performers be paid?

4 What should be the size of the percentage increase 
differential between different levels of performance?differential between different levels of performance?



Exhibit 11.14: Merit Pay Grid



Promotional Increases as a Pay-for-
Performance Tool

• Promotion should be accompanied by a salary increase - 8 to 12%

• Characteristics of promotional pay increases

Size of increment is approximately double a normal merit increase– Size of increment is approximately double a normal merit increase

– Represent a reward to employees for commitment and exemplary

performance



Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 11 review questions


